7.2 Best Practices
7.2.1 – Describe at least two institutional best practices

Best Practice 1:
Title - Skill Development Courses
Objectives:
1. To create self-employment by the students.
2. To develop various skills based knowledge among the students.
Context:
Now a day’s unemployment problem is very burning issues in the tribal society. The institution is
located in remote, tribal and hilly area. Tribal community is unaware about various Govt. schemes
due to illiteracy, low income, poverty, superstitions, malnutrition, seasonal migration, lack of
infrastructure which results in rise the unemployment in this region. Therefore, to create self
employment and to develop various skills based knowledge among the students is very essential
in this area.
The institution itself bears all the expenditure charging only 100/- Rs. per students as a which
is very less amount. The Institutes provides various opportunities of skill based knowledge among
the students. The B. Vok, Computer cource, Electrician course, Centering, Mason, Computer
hardware, Tally course, Mobile Repairing, Language Lab etc. are the skill based knowledge which
is given to the students.
Practice:
The institute has conducted various skill based courses by MOU with Udhyog Vardhini, such as
Mobile Repairing, Language Lab, Electrician course, Centering, Mason, Computer hardware,
Tally course, etc. The language study and learning, the college created well furnished Language
lab .The language lab has good quality material for the students as well as the staff members.
Needy students registered their names to these courses and become trained which help to get
employment easily.
Problems:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Resistance to adapt new change as career option
Lack of awareness of self-employment
Geographically Tribal and Hilly Area
Dependence on Public Transport
Lack of Education in Parents

Best Practice 2

Title - Plastic Free campus and Cleanliness Drive
Objectives:
1. To create awareness among the students about environment.
2. To boost the ideas of neatness and cleanliness among the students.
3. To Accumulate all the efforts of the students for cleanliness drive in society
Context:
The world is now in danger due to Global Warming. The Institute have taken an initiative to come
up with a small step towards saving our planet. All the students are well aware of the need of
something, which may help to save our environment for better future. This awareness is enough to
understand the importance of action to be taken for preservation of our nature for next generation
as being educated citizen of nation. There are various activities were conducted by the institute in
focus to this context.
Practice :
For a purpose the institute have started with activity to keep the college campus a plastic free zone.
The Students have taken this activity very healthily. They used to come by public transport. They
keep the unused material with them to throw in the garbage bag only. The institute every year
celebrate the Geography Day, on which the students get an important knowledge from the resource
person called for the same. To create more awareness of plastic free and cleanliness the institute
used to plan rallies and social act for people staying in nearby area of college. The Internship
Programme of Cleanliness drive was conducted by college at Chaphecha Pada (Village) followed
by lecture on importance of Plastic free zone and need of cleanliness.
Problems:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Resistance to adapt new change as career option
Lack of awareness of self employment
Geographically Tribal and Hilly Area
Dependence on Public Transport

Lack of Education in Parents

